NAME OF COLLECTION: Aleksei GRIGORENKO Printed Materials

SOURCE:

SUBJECT: Military History; Navy; Imperial Family

DATES COVERED: 1914-1957

NUMBER OF ITEMS: 79

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: _____ Listed: _____ Arranged: x Not organized: _____

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: _____ Boxed: 3 Stored: _____

LOCATION: (Library) BAR CALL-NUMBER Ms Coll/Grigorenko

RESTRICTIONS ON USE None

DESCRIPTION: Printed Materials collected by Aleksei Grigorenko.
The collection consists of 26 scrapbooks of clippings, mostly
cconcerning military and naval history and the Imperial family. There are
issues of Vorskoi zhurnal from 1930-39, and several books on military and
naval history.